


OSCA is a specialist in tensile fabric architecture. We develop 
imaginative yet robust fabric structures and fabric screening for 
the marine environment. 
 
All canopies and awnings are fully engineered and wind loaded to handle the 
extreme conditions at sea. 
 
We provide a turnkey solution for all our specialist projects. We work in both 
the New Build and Refurbishment sectors covering bar and restaurant 
spaces, stages, cabana designs, ceilings and partitioning. 
 
We also offer a Certified Rope Access Service for a safe and effective solution 
to inaccessible and out board operations and maintenance. 
 



 
 
Oasis of the Seas: The newly Amplified Oasis now boasts two remodelled tensile fabric canopies over new port and 
starboard Jacuzzi's. OSCA was tasked with producing a lighter weight design, we call it our “Manta Ray” 



Oasis of the Seas: View from above the new canopies on board the Oasis offers a great example of a tensile fabric form. 
The fabric is doing the work to remain stable as opposed to the structure. 



Quantum of the Seas: The Seaplex  court on the Quantum now has a new hard wearing but sleek netting arrangement. 
The XP55 material is far more stable then a standard net, keeping perfect alignment when rolled up and down. 



Pacific Princess: Tensile fabric bridge wing canopies rated to 50m2 wind speeds, stainless frame, Ferrari 1002 
fabric 



Pacific Princess: Port side out board. Inboard edge drilled and bolted to fashion plate. 



Pacific Princess: Looking forward. Fabric tensioned over arched rafters 



NCL Joy: Deck 16 stage canopy and Waves Bar canopy, stainless frames with Ferrari 1002 fabric fitted to lacing rails  



NCL Joy: Deck 16 Stage canopy, fitted with stainless steel rolled rafter to the centre line to give tensile form 



NCL Bliss: Deck 16 Surf Bar Canopy 



NCL Bliss: Surf Bar Canopy 



Celebrity Solstice: Cabanas with articulating canopy on the lawn. 



Celebrity Solstice: Sunset from the cabanas on the Lawn 



Celebrity Constellation: Detail of cabana screening, Ferrari Batyline Duo with internal stainless perimeter tension to 
framework with stainless micro toggles giving maximum tension, no movement and no lacing. 



Stenaline Jutlandica: Sun Deck Bar and Restaurant Canopy 



Freedom of the Seas: New deck head ceiling panels fitted using Ferrari Soltis 86 and a GRP rod and pocket 
perimeter. Each panel is fitted under tension with mini turnbuckles so zero movement in all conditions. 



MY Voyager: Aft terrace dining canopy. 



Certified Rope access service provided for operations outboard of the vessel with no access for scaffold or machinery  



Contact John Pilkington 
Grilstone House  
South Molton 
Devon 
EX36 4EG 
UK 
t. +44 (0) 1769 579040 
m. +44 (0) 7779295291 
e. jp@osca.uk.com 
w. www.osca.uk.com 
Instagram: oceanshade.ca 
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http://www.osca.uk.com/
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